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Tyrol – Land of mountains. A place of breathtaking beauty,
powerful forces of nature and an excellent quality of life.
And amongst all of this, a company that has developed
state-of-the-art solar systems for more than 25 years and
supplies the entire world with clean solar energy: TiSUN®.

A name that brings together seeming opposites: patriotism
and high-tech, tradition and future, pragmatism and innovation. TiSUN® produces cutting-edge technology for the harsh
world around us. With solar systems that shine in all climate
zones – even in the most extreme conditions, it’s no wonder
that our export rate is 80%. Throughout Europe, 90 employees guarantee the highest quality while 60 retail partners
handle global sales.

Thanks to years of experience in solar-thermal energy
conversion and its continuous research and development,
TiSUN® has well-engineered and effective products. Our
in-house research department also invests its knowledge
and know-how in the development of new products, which
enables TiSUN® to push ahead with our brand objective: to
convince the world of the best energy source of all – the sun.
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THE SUN – AN INEXHAUSTIBLE SOURCE OF LIFE
Solar thermal technology converts solar energy into snug warmth: cheaply, efficiently and
securely. All it needs to do this is the sun’s rays and sophisticated technology from TiSUN®.
Just one solar collector measuring 4 to 6 m² is enough to supply an average four-person
household with hot water. This instantly covers 25% of your energy requirements and when
supported with a solar energy system, the remaining 75% needed for heating can be reduced
by about 60%.
The sun shines all year round for free! – Sustainability in its purest form!
Vast quantities of pure energy: inexhaustible, environmentallyfriendly and free.
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Energy coverage domestic hot water (showering, cooking etc.)
Energy coverage through solar energy
Energy coverage through a conventional heating system

With a low-maintenance solar system from TiSUN®, you are investing in complete security
of supply – and thus in your independence from fossil fuels.

THE SUN, SOURCE OF LIFE

WITH THE POWER OF THE SUN

THE BEST INVESTMENT FOR THE FUTURE:
A SOLAR SYSTEM FROM TISUN

HOT WATER

Imagine a garden hose that has been lying in the sun for hours.
After a while, the water it contains heats upwhich, simply
put, is precisely how, simply put, a solar collector works. It
harnesses the maximum power from the sun’s rays and can
therefore be referred to as a powerful ‘high-tech garden hose’.

95% of the solar radiation is transmitted to the collector. TiSUN
solar collectors therefore have an efficiency level of over 80%.

The sun-drenched collector heats up and transfers the heat to
a transfer fl uid, which is transported to the thermal store by a
circulation pump. Here, a heat exchanger ensures that the carrier fl uid transfers its heat into the domestic hot water before
being returned to the collector. A secondary heating coil in the
cylinder guarantees hot water, even in periods of low sunlight.

++ ffully-automatic, full-surface frame and rear panel welding
using the CMT (cold metal transfer) process
++ airtight and watertight installation of the glass pane
(fully-automatic 2-pack bonding with visual and
mechanical covering)
++ highly-efficient PVD coating
++ innovative meander system of the absorber

The collector, with a main function to harness the maximum
power from the sun’s rays, is key to the solar energy collection
process. It drives the entire system; the more sophisticated its
technology, the higher the energy yield!
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TiSUN® PFM collectors guarantee top quality thanks to:

WHAT IS SOLAR-THERMAL
ENERGY CONVERSION?

The sun shines all year
round for free!
Vast quantities of pure energy: inexhaustible, environmentally friendly and free.

Environmentally friendly

Security of supply

Energy saving

Research and development

Quality comes first

Added value

TiSUN® – Your partner

A solar system saves a
single household a tonne of
CO2 each year.

Independent, decentralised
heat supply: use solar energy to make yourself independent of ever-increasing
energy prices and fossil
energy sources.

TiSUN® solar systems can
cover up to 85% of the energy needed in the form of hot
water and heating.

Our in-house research
department invests its
knowledge and know-how in
developing new products and
increasing the efficiency of
our whole product range.

As one of the most modern
production facilities in Europe with numerous awards,
quality seals and its own
patents, TiSUN® can provide
the optimum solution for
each requirement.

97% of all the materials and
components used in our
products come from the European value-added chain.

Whether for a small family
home or a 5-star hotel, new
build or retrofit, commercial
or industrial or even leisure
facilities – we are the right
partner.

YOUR ADVANTAGES

SOLAR-THERMAL SYSTEM INSTEAD OF PHOTOVOLTAICS
Did you know that solar-thermal energy conversion ...
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

supplies heat and not electricity (photovoltaics)
can store heat far more easily and efficiently
is at least 4 times more efficient than PV modules
systems are just as high-performing over 25 years as
they are on the very first day (PV modules lose approx.
0.8 % output p.a.)
supplies energy, which belongs 100% to you and is also
tax-free
does not need any expensive, inefficient batteries, which
pollute the environment and have a short life, to store
solar energy
does not depend on falling feed-in tariffs and relieves the
already over-loaded power grid
is low-maintenance and does not need any expensive,
short-lived inverters and batteries
can cover up to 50% of the heat demand of a modernised
house and up to 70% in new-build houses

*BLAULICHT, trade magazine for fire service professionals in Austria, issue 08/13

++ is subsidised by diverse federal states and local
authorities and the application can be submitted the
whole year round – easily, in an uncomplicated and
un-bureaucratic way
++ is an investment in acquiring real grid-independence, as
you have your own small „power station“ at home
++ does not generate any electric fields (up to 1000 V DC
voltage with PV modules*), which can impair quality of
life and sleep
++ does not require fitting live electric cables in the attic,
meaning that in the event of pest damage, for example,
will not generate direct current light arcs, which can
easily cause a house fire*
++ in case of a house fire, it does not have any negative
effect whatsoever on the fire-fighting work

SOLAR HEAT, OUR FUTURE
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Solar-thermal conversion also covers up to 59% of your
daily energy needs, whereas a photovoltaic system covers
no more than 18% of your daily energy needs (Fig. 1).
With solar-thermal energy conversion you can therefore
save energy and make yourself more independent from
energy prices and feed-in tariffs.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of different types of use of solar energy
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Fig. 1 Energy use by energy type

And there’s more: Solar-thermal energy conversion has up
to 5-fold potential to use solar radiation. A (photovoltaics)
solar module can only produce 90 - 110 kWh electricity/m²
per year; (solar-thermal energy conversion) solar collectors
on the other hand supply 350 - 550 kWh heat/m² per year
(Fig. 2).
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SOLAR-THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION IN FIGURES
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Source: Soli fer Solardach GmbH, 2010

Savings with solar heat (solar-thermal energy conversion)
Income with solar power (solar electricity) (photovoltaics)
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SOLAR HEAT, OUR FUTURE

QUALITY SIGNED AND SEALED
Quality is our top priority, as is made clear by our (inter)national awards and certifi cates.
The dynamic culture of innovation, compliance with the most stringent of quality criteria in
all product groups and exemplary environmental friendliness, customer service and ease of
maintenance were decisive factors in winning over the judging panel.

Solar Keymark

In addition to national approvals and certificates, since 2007, all serially produced TiSUN®
collectors also display the Solar Keymark seal of approval, which is valid throughout Europe. Evidence of the highest quality standards at all levels is provided by our company certifi
cation to ISO 9001 2008, which TiSUN® offi cially received in 2008. We are also particularly
delighted about our latest commendation in 2010: the ISO 14001 environmental management
certifi cation.
But we’re not resting on our laurels. Our in-house R&D department constantly explores new,
innovative solutions for improving TiSUN® technologies even further – for state-of-the-art
products from Austria.

WE ARE TRUE TO OUR WORD

Austria (Tyrol) – the site and home of TiSUN®
and the place where innovative solar systems
are produced for the harsh world we live in.

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR SUNNY SERVICE
In addition to technical innovation, we also focus on a comprehensive sales and service network so that we can always
provide our customers with help and advice: before, during
and, of course, after purchase. We provide comprehensive
advice on which solar solution is best for your home, create
for you a customised energy concept and inform you about
all the funding programmes offered by the government and
public funding organisations.
Once you’ve selected a TiSUN® solar system, our highly
qualified installation team gets involved and ensures a quick,
clean and, above all, secure installation. The high TiSUN®

standards include both regular maintenance and professional support. If you ever have any questions, simply give us a
call.
The TiSUN® College: As a solar specialist, we hold regular
training courses for our partners in our in-house training
centre. We pass on technical know-how of our products and
to the solar world – for a worldwide environmentally friendly
and regenerative energy supply.
For numerous installers we are an expert, reliable and professional partner, from whom the whole industry benefits.

TiSUN® solar systems are exported to some
45 countries around the world: cutting-edge
technology for all climate zones.

SOLAR PARTNERS,
WORLDWIDE

PRODUCTOVERVIEW
COLLECTORS

CONTROLS
AND STATIONS

TANKS

SETS

The new Plug & Flow module collector (PFM) sets is the new
benchmark thanks to its aesthetic design and flexibility during
installation and use.

TiSUN® has developed intelligent, complete packages for
operation and control of the whole solar thermal system.

Whereas the collector captures the sun’s rays and converts
them into heat, it is the solar cylinder’s job to collect the hot
water. A household’s domestic hot water and heating system
is fed by these reserves.

Even a small solar system supplies more than 70% of the
hot water required throughout the year. TiSUN® provides
optimally configured sets for you. . Perfectly matched products that are robust in design and made from high-quality
materials will ensure a long life.

The collector‘s state-of-the-art production technology and
optimised product credentials are impressive (e.g. reduced
overall height, watertight frame construction achieved using
CMT welding, pane bonding).
The new connection technology and availability in 6 formats
make the PFM ideal for use in virtually all use cases.
A new hydraulic connection system enables up to 10 collectors, depending on the format, to be interconnected to form
one array. The PFM is suitable for in-roof and on-roof installation, as well as outdoor installation.

++ Plug & Flow module collectors (PFM)
++ Plug & Flow large module collectors (PFM-G)

TiSUN® solar stations enable convenient energy management
for many years. What condition is my system in? Is it efficient?
A press of a button is all that‘s needed – and you have the
answer. Collector performance is measured continuously, in
order to transport the maximum energy into the storage unit
and complex software in the background ensures optimum
energy balance around-the-clock. You can also intervene
immediately and control the parameters.
Our innovative solar controls store the data in several language versions and can be used in all kinds of different solar and
heating systems. With the new TiSUN® web modules you can
access the controls from anywhere in the world.

‘Gravitational stratifi cation’ is a functional principle and a major
advantage of the TiSUN® stratifi ed cylinder. It makes the water
available at diff erent temperatures: from approx. 60 °C at the
very top (hot water rises) to approx. 20 °C at the very bottom
(cold water sinks). This stratified charging principle makes it
possible to optimally use, even in very brief periods of sunshine:
Half an hour of sunshine equates to a shower
TiSUN® solar cylinder systems are compatible with all common heating systems. Space-saving construction, simple
installation, modern design and high effi ciency make these
the ideal solution for sustainable energy savings.
This allows us to take a hot shower even when the sun isn’t
shining.

Whether used for showering, heating or cooling with the
TiSUN® solar sets you quickly have an energy-saving and
efficient solution in your home.
++ Solar hot water set (SWS)
++ Solar heating set (SHS)
++ Thermosiphon system

PLUG & FLOW MODULE COLLECTOR PFM
NEW TECHNOLOGY COMBINED
WITH 25 YEARS‘ EXPERIENCE
TECHNICALLY AN ABSOLUTE HIGH-FLYER

BRILLIANT DUE TO
PLUG & FLOW
LARGE COLLECTOR

Hydraulic connections

The PFM-G large collector is an ideal alternative to large
scaled collector systems and makes it possible to reduce
on-site installation times. Assembled ready-to-connect
from the respective PFM format, the PFM-G can be quickly
mounted using a mobile crane – regardless of the weather.
The individual modules are connected by means of the new
TiSUN frame system, with dimensionally stable profiles.

TiSUN‘s Plug & Flow module collector (PFM) is impressively
quick and easy to install, thanks to its push-fit hydraulic
connections. The PFM collector is also a step ahead in subsequent maintenance. The welding using the CMT process
and the fully-automatic 2-pack bonding make it extremely
low maintenance. This robust, temperature-resistant and
weatherproof design that is backed up with a selection of
high-quality materials, helps to achieve a long and effective
product life. Stress-free and cost saving!
Only the highest energy yield for you: With an efficiency of
over 80%, the absorber is one of the most efficient in the
industry.

Solar Keymark

The PFM-G is available in 17 different sizes and suitable for
any type of roofing. The PFM-G is suitable on roof, in roof
and free standing.

Collector structure

3
4

The PFM is suitable for in-roof and on-roof installation, as
well as outdoor installation.

1
2

1 Absorber: 	

Laser-welded full-surface absorber with highly selective
PVD coating, flowed through in the meander system.

2 Housing: 	

Watertight frame design due to
CMT welding.

3 Insulation:

25 mm mineral wool, free from gas emissions (outgassing), non-flammable

4 Cover:

Prismatic solar safety glass, 4 mm thick,
with high light transmission

PRODUCT BENEFITS
++ Solar Keymark tested collector
++ High-performance absorber – complete meander
pipe is welded to the absorber metal (incl. elbows),
higher efficiency through greater thermal length
++ CMT welded collector pan
++ Long service life, robust, temperature- and weatherresistant design
++ Fast and easy installation using hydraulic
++ connections
++ Very low profile construction (62 mm)
++ Sealed glass pane with cover strip
++ Enlarged aperture area with the same gross area

The Solar Keymark was created to certify solar thermal products of high quality at European level. The
aim is to reduce trade barriers and promote the use
of high quality solar thermal products in the European
market and beyond.
The Solar Keymark is a voluntary third-party certification mark for solar thermal products, demonstrating
to end-users that a product conforms to the relevant
European standards and fulfils additional requirements. The Solar Keymark is used in Europe and
increasingly recognized worldwide.

SOLAR STATIONS
SFE

SFH

SFR

SFREH

SSRH

SSRH 100

Solar station
with flow meter

Solar station
HE with flow meter

Solar station
with flow meter and control unit

Solar station
HE with flow meter and control unit

Solar station
HE with sensor and control unit

Solar station
HE with sensor and control unit

Single-line solar station without solar
control unit, up to max. 25 m2 Collector
surface with standard pump and flow
meter.

Dual-line solar station with solar control
unit, up to max. 25 /50 m2 collector
surface area, with high-efficiency pump
and flow meter.

Dual-line solar station with SIMPLEX solar control unit, up to max. 25 m2 collector
surface area, with standard pump and
flow meter.

Single-line solar station with SIMPLEX
solar control unit, up to max. 25 m2 collector surface area, with high-efficiency
pump and flow meter.

Dual-line solar station with DUPLEX solar
control unit, up to max. 25 /50 m2 collector surface area, with high-efficiency
pump and flow sensor.

Dual-line solar station with DUPLEX solar
control unit, up to max. 100 m2 collector
surface area, with high-efficiency pump
and flow sensor

++ Highly efficient package for small
and mid-sized installations
++ Gravity brake for forward flow
included
++ Deaerator for forward flow
included

++ Standard package including
control unit for small installations
++ Gravity brake for forward flow
included
++ Deaerator for forward flow
included
++ Compatible with flow rate counter
for heat metering

++ Highly efficient package including
control unit for small installations
++ Compatible with gravity brake
SBV 22
++ Compatible with flow rate counter
for heat metering

++ H
 ighly efficient package for small
and mid-sized installations
++ Gravity brake for forward flow
included
++ Deaerator for forward flow
included
++ Heat metering included

++ Highly efficient package including
control unit for mid-sized and
large-scale installations
++ Gravity brake for forward flow
included
++ Deaerator for forward flow
included
++ Heat metering included

++ Simple standard package for small
installations
++ Compatible with gravity brake SBV
22

PRODUCT BENEFITS
++ Uniform insulation enclosure design for all packages
++ Total of 14 variations available within the product range
++ HE packages also within the single-line area, ErP
Directive (Energy-Related Products Directive)
++ Optimum pump selection for best coverage
++ Packages pre-wired with control
++ Integrated heat metering

Solar stations with
high-efficiency solar
pump bear the
ERP label.

SOLAR CONTROL UNIT
SIMPLEX

DUPLEX

MULTIPLEX

WEBMODULE
AD

WEBMODULE
EX

MULTIPLEX EXPANSION MODULE EM

Solar controller for small to mid-sized
solar and heating systems with heat
metering, web-connection (module required), actuation of high-efficiency pumps,
10 pre-configured systems available for
selection, automatic function check as
per VDI guideline 2169.

System controller for mid-sized to complex
solar and heating systems with heat metering, web-connection (module required),
LAN and mini-USB connections, actuation
of high-efficiency pumps, 27 pre-configured systems available for selection,
automatic function check as per VDI
guideline 2169.

System controller for multi-tank and complex
solar and heating systems, with heat quantity
metering, web-connection (module required), actuation of high-efficiency pumps,
numerous pre-configured systems (e.g.
time-controlled thermostat function or thermal disinfection), automatic function check
as per VDI guideline 2169.

Additional module “Advanced“ records
larger volumes of data (e.g. measurement
and balance values of the solar system)
over longer periods of time and offers the
possibility of web access to 1 control unit.

Additional module “Expert“ web-module
records larger volumes of data (e.g. measurement and balance values of the solar
system) over longer periods of time and
offers the possibility of web access up to
6 control units, 3 additional sensor inputs,
BACnet functionality for BACnet-compliant data transmission.

Expansion module for multiplex, usable
for all optional functions of the multiplex, has 5 additional relay outputs and 6
additional sensor inputs.

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

++ Complete package incl. 2 collector
sensors and 1 tank sensor
++ Compatible with flow rate counter
for heat metering
++ Comprehensive range of
accessories

++ Complete package incl. 2 collector
sensors and 2 tank sensors
++ Compatible with flow rate counter
and flow sensor for heat metering
++ With MicroSD-card slot, LAN- and
Mini-USB-connection
++ Comprehensive range of
accessories available

++ Complete package incl. 2 collector
sensors and 4 tank sensors
++ Compatible with flow rate counter
and flow sensor for heat metering
++ Compatible with pressure sensor
++ Compatible with radiation sensor
++ Heating circuits controllable by
atmospheric conditions
++ Expandable with up to 2 modules EM
++ Comprehensive range of
accessories available

++ Complete package incl. SD-card,
LAN- and VBus-connection wires
as well as RPT-Software
++ Web-access for the control unit via
control.tisun.com
-Control

TiSUN®-Control
Simplex example applications:

Duplex example applications:

Multiplex example applications:

Solar system with 2 tanks and
valve logics

Solar system with stratified tank
and solid fuel boiler and return
flow increase

Solar system with 4 tanks,
changeover valve logics

++ C
 omplete package incl. SD-card,
LAN- and VBus-connection wires
as well as RPT-Software
++ Communication with building
management systems possible
++ Web-access for the control units
via control.tisun.com
-Control

++ Complete package incl. connection
wires for Multiplex connection
++ i.e. for additional heating circuits
controlled by atmospheric
conditions

TiSUN®-Control is a service portal that allows users to reach a solar
system via the internet without any configuration being required.
++ Without complicated router configuration
++ Very easy using AD or EX web-module
++ Visualisation also provided for all common module end
devices
++ System access via web browser –
no software installation required
++ Display of data curves (trends) as live-data
display or as a diagram
++ Data can be published with a click when required
++ Individual filters for made-to-measure display of data
++ RPT configuration software available as a free download

SOLAR TANK
PRO CLEAN PRO HEAT

FS/1R

FS/2R

FS/WP

BE-SSP-2R

PS/1R

PS

STRATIFIED TANK

FRESH WATER TANK

FRESH WATER TANK

FRESH WATER TANK
FOR HEAT PUMP AND
BIOMASS

HOT WATER TANK

BACK-UP TANK

BACK-UP TANK

®

++ Patented process for
particularly high, hot water
output – solar energy gains
can be used earlier
++ Simple functional principle
without complicated
technology (gravity
circulation principle)
++ Hygienic domestic hot water
due to special corrugated
stainless steel pipe
++ Very suitable for hotels and
industrial companies with
continuously high potable
water demand

STRATIFIED TANK

++ Optimum energy use due to
stratified charging
++ Simple functional principle
without complicated
technology (natural
principle)
++ Extendable with the heating
system accumulator
back-up tank
++ Improved cost-effectiveness
for any heating system

PC
PC 2WR

++ Heat can be used at any time
through single or two-zone
charging
++ Hygienic domestic hot water
due to special corrugated
stainless steel pipe
++ Simple functional concept
without complicated
technology (natural
principle)

PH

++ Constant, particularly quick
hot water supply
++ Hygienic domestic hot
water due to two special
corrugated stainless steel
pipe
++ Heat can be used at any time
through single or two-zone
charging
++ Improved economic
efficiency for every heating
system (solar, biomass,
heat pump)

FS/1R
FS/2R
FS/WP

++ High domestic hot water
output due to a generously
dimensioned domestic hot
water standby section
++ Hygienic domestic hot water
due to special corrugated
stainless steel pipe
++ Inflow absorbers prevent
mixing of the water layers
(with different temperatures)
in the back-up tank
++ Prepared for use of 2
screw-in electrical heaters
(photovoltaic supply)

++ Efficient combination with
solar collector and auxiliary
heating
++ Optimal, especially for
domestic water heating
++ High-quality enamelling

++ Impeccable hygiene thanks
for instantaneous water
heating
++ Fast response times without
over or undershooting the
preset temperature
++ Minimum piping required
at the back-up tank (ideally
matched to the external
freshwater module)

BE-SSP-2R

++ Improved cost-effectiveness
for every heating system
(solar, biomass, heat pump)
++ Space-saving design with
minimum heat loss due
to highly efficient thermal
insulation
++ Ideal in combination with
TiSUN® tanks for storing
large quantities of hot water

PS/1R
PS

STRATIFIED TANK
PRO CLEAN

®

PRO CLEAN
R
PRO CLEAN 2W

PATENTED
EP 0924471

UNBEATABLY POWERFUL – THE PRO-CLEAN®
PREMIUM SOLAR STRATIFIED TANK

STRATIFIED TANK

Pro-Clean – the TiSUN classic-truly lives up to its name.
Its special corrugated stainless steel pipe hygienically heats
domestic hot water while the stratified cylinder, with its innovative spherical exchanger, stratifies the water by temperature allowing a particularly quick usage of energy.
®

®

Hot water rises, cold water sinks. TiSUN® solar stratified
cylinders use the physical principle of gravity: A spherical
exchanger generates layers of hot water at different temperatures in the cylinder. Depending on the precise temperature level, this water is fed into the domestic hot water and
heating system. Stratified charging enables the solar energy
obtained to be utilised much quicker than in conventional
cylinder systems.

PRO-CLEAN® 2 CORRUGATED PIPE SOLAR
STRATIFIED TANK
The Pro-Clean® 2 Corrugated Pipe functions just like its little
brother. As the name states, it has two corrugated pipes and is
therefore optimally suitable for high domestic hot water output.
Hygienic domestic hot water heating
Depending on requirements, freshly prepared domestic hot
water is extracted from the corrugated pipe into which new
water then flows. The corrugated profile of the pipe wall
generates strong turbulence when water flows through,
together with a large exchanger surface area – vastly
increasing the hot water capacity.
Spherical exchanger and finned tube heat exchanger
Hot water at the desired temperature – thanks to the innovative stratifi cation principle.
Long service life
The special corrugated stainless-steel pipe in the inner of
the TiSUN Pro-Clean® stratifi ed cylinder provides domestic
hot water supply – without corrosion!
Auxiliary heating
Ideal for all standard heating systems (gas/oil, heat pump,
biomass, ...) in conjunction with a solar system.

BENEFITS PRO CLEAN® SERIES

30 Min.

125 Min.

75 Min.

++ Premium solar stratified tank for heating and domestic
hot water heating
++ Patented process for particularly high, hot water output –
solar energy gains can be used earlier
++ Simple functional principle without complicated
technology (gravity circulation principle)
++ Hygienic domestic hot water due to special corrugated
stainless steel pipe
++ Very suitable for hotels and industrial companies with
continuously high potable water demand

170 Min.

The spherical exchanger forms the
heart of the TiSUN® solar stratified
cylinder. It is responsible for the
stratification of the water by heat
levels and thus always supplies the
optimum temperature.

Detail of Pro-Clean® 2
Corrugated Pipe stratified
cylinder

PRO CLEAN 2WR
®

STRATIFIED TANK

STRATIFIED TANK
PRO HEAT
STRATIFIED TANK

THE PRO-HEAT STRATIFIED TANK
Stratified charging of the accumulator storage tank prevents mixing
of cold and already heated water, therefore augments heating output optimally. Inflow absorbers provide additional help by ensuring
stratification (layering) is retained.
Used in conjunction with a spherical exchanger, the Pro-Heat
becomes the multi-functional stratified tank system for heating
systems.

Best insulation values
Highly efficient thermal insulation ensures the lowest possible heat
losses
Spherical exchanger with finned heat exchanger
Water is heated at the required temperature – thanks to the innovative layer principle
Auxiliary heating
Ideal for combination with solar systems as heating back-up,
biomass systems as accumulator storage and heat pump systems
as the storage for heating

BENEFITS
++ Optimum energy use due to stratified charging
++ Simple functional principle without complicated
technology (natural principle)
++ Extendable with the heating system accumulator
back-up tank
++ Improved cost-effectiveness for any heating system

FRESH WATER TANK
FS/1R

FRESH WATER TANK

FRESH WATER AROUND THE CLOCK

THE BIG BROTHER WITH 2 SOLAR COILS

The TiSUN® freshwater tank ensures hot, clean water and
augments the heating system. The water passes through
its corrugated stainless steel pipe by way of the continuous
flow principle (continuous flow heating process) whereby
it is quickly renewed again and again, rather than spending
hours collected in a feeder tank. Heat loss is reduced to a
minimum thanks to the innovative non-woven insulation of
the tank.

The two smooth-tube coils in the tank enable two-zone
charging, which helps to substantially increase efficiency.
The integrated priority solar circuit heats the upper part of
the storage tank and therefore enables faster heating and
withdrawal of the domestic water.

Hygienic domestic hot water heating
Depending on requirements, freshly prepared domestichot
water is extracted from the corrugated pipe into which new
water then flows.

BENEFITS

Robust insulation
Made from Polyester fibre fleece, the tank has the best
insulation qualities and is 100% recyclable.
Compact design with integrated solar heat exchanger.
Powerful two-zone charging for improved efficiency.

++ Heat can be used at any time through single or two-zone
charging
++ Hygienic domestic hot water due to special corrugated
stainless steel pipe
++ Improved economic efficiency for every heating system
(solar, biomass, heat pump)
++ Constant, particularly quick hot water supply
++ Simple functional concept without complicated
technology (natural principle)
++ Space-saving design
++ Five-year guarantee, patented system
++ Long service life

Auxiliary heating
Ideally gas / oil, biomass in conjunction with a solar system.

70
°C
70 °C

40 °C
40 °C

20 °C

Heat can be used at
any time due to efficient
two-zone charging

FS/2R

FRESH WATER TANK

FRESH & HOT WATER TANK
FS/WP

FRESH WATER TANK
FOR HEAT PUMP AND
BIOMASS

COMBINATION TALENT
The TiSUN® FS/WP freshwater tank ensures hot, clean water
and augments operation of underfloor heating with a heat
pump. The water passes through its corrugated stainless steel
pipe by way of the continuous flow principle (continuous flow
heating process) whereby it is quickly renewed again and
again, rather than spending hours collected in a feeder tank.
Heat loss is reduced to a minimum thanks to the innovative
non-woven insulation of the storage tank. Inflow absorbers
prevent water layers mixing (with different temperatures) in
the storage tank during heating mode.

WATER ON!
WITH THE TISUN® HOT WATER TANK
If only domestic water is heated by solar heat, the TiSUN®
hot water tank is the best choice. With its high-quality
enamelling, it not only fulfils the highest hygiene standards,
but looks good too.

Hygienic domestic hot water heating
Depending on requirements, freshly prepared domestic hot
water is extracted from the corrugated pipe into which new
water then flows. The corrugated profile of the pipe wall
generates strong turbulence when water flows through,
together with a large exchanger surface area – vastly
increasing the hot water capacity.

Solar coil
With large heat exchanger surface for quick heating.

Auxiliary heating
Ideal for operation with heat pumps or with conventional
heating systems with gas / oil-fired boilers.

Auxiliary heating
Ideally gas / oil, biomass in conjunction with a solar system.

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

++ High domestic hot water output due to a generous
dimensions of domestic hot water standby section
++ Hygienic domestic hot water due to special corrugated
stainless steel pipe
++ Inflow absorbers prevent water layers mixing (with
different temperatures) in the storage tank
++ Prepared for use of 2 screw-in electrical heaters
(photovoltaic supply)

Inflow absorbers
prevent mixing of the 2-zone
tratification in the tank

Robust insulation
With the best insulation qualities
Compact design
All TiSUN components are perfectly compatible.

++ Efficient combination with solar collector and auxiliary
heating
++ Optimal, especially for domestic water heating
++ High-quality enamelling

BE-SSP-2R
HOT WATER TANK

BACK-UP TANK
PS/1R
BACK-UP TANK

A FRESH APPROACH –
SOLAR TANK WITH FRESHWATER MODULE
The required temperature of hot water can be manually set
and, thanks to a patented process, the temperature is always
exactly right.
It is the ideal solution for one to three-family households;
however, if necessary, it can also supply very high quantities
for drawing off.

Vital fresh water
The fresh water station functions according to the continuous
flow principle, i.e. only the required amount of DHW is instantly heated.
Minimal pipe-work
The fresh water module is assembled ready for connection to
the tank, with which it fits together perfectly.
Inflow absorbers for optimal preservation of stratification.
Auxiliary heating
Ideal for combination with solar, heat pump, biomass,
oil or gas.

BENEFITS

FLEXIBLY USABLE
An accumulator back-up tank is a heat storage unit in which
the energy of the sun and the whole heating system is stored
temporarily and can be discharged into the heating system
(radiators, under-floor heating /wall-mounted heating), as
and when required. Energy in the accumulator backup tank
itself therefore does not flow continuously, but instead it
“buffers” (stores temporarily) the energy of the whole
system.
Space-saving design
Highly efficient thermal insulation ensures lowest possible
heat losses with a particularly space-saving design.
Full energy at any time
The TiSUN® accumulator storage tank is the best solution
should uniform quantities of hot water be used throughout the
whole day.
Auxiliary heating
Ideal for combination with solar, heat pumps, biomass, oil or
gas (the perfect solution for any heating system).

BENEFITS

++ Impeccable hygiene thanks to instantaneous water
heating
++ Fast response times without over or undershooting the
preset temperature
++ Minimum piping required at the storage tank (ideally
matched to the external freshwater module)

Fresh water module for PS/1R
Freshness guarantee –
continuous circulation meets
beautiful design
With its efficient design, it
supplies fresh hot water at all
times and is also very attractive
to look at. It guarantees hot water
production according to the
continuous flow principle – economical, safe, compact and user-friendly – ideal for one- to
three-family dwellings.

++ Improved cost-effectiveness for every heating system
(solar, biomass, heat pump)
++ Space-saving design with minimum heat loss due to the
highly efficient thermal insulation
++ Ideal in combination with TiSUN® storage tanks for storing
large quantities of hot water

PS

BACK-UP TANK

SOLAR SETS
SWS

SOLAR HOT WATER SET

SHS

SOLAR HEATING SET

THERMOSIPHON SYSTEM
Solar Keymark

TAKE A BATH WITH SOLAR ENERGY

HEAT WITHOUT WORRY

ALL IN ONE

The SWS solar hot water set is the ideal „compact model“ for
using of free solar energy to produce hot water. Even if the
sun doesn‘t shine, you still have wonderfully hot water.

With up to 80% savings, our solar heating set is a particularly
efficient solution when it comes to feeding a heating system
with solar energy.

The Thermosiphon System covers hot water requirements of up
to 500 litres per day and is distinguished by its quick setup, low
maintenance and high efficiency.

Where solar heat is used to heat domestic water, the solar
storage unit augments the collectors and auxiliary heating optimally, ensuring fast heating and low heat losses. Maximum
hygiene guaranteed!

Great side-effect: Annual heating bill costs will no longer
make you hot and bothered!

Thermosiphon Systems are able to produce heat from solar
energy, operating on the thermosiphon principle.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

Thermosiphon systems work according to the “gravity principle” – heat rises. Heat transfer takes place through natural
convection, without any pump or control unit. Solar fluid heated
in the collector rises and transfers heat to the domestic water
in the enamelled tank through a highly-efficient double jacket
system.

++ Optimum set arrangement due to careful
coordination of all power components
++ Energy efficiency (up to 60%)
++ Quick-Fix installation, pre-installed and plug-ready
++ In-roof, on-roof and freestanding installation,
suitable for all types of roof
++ Various collector mounting and piping materials also
available
++ Ten-year guarantee on collectors with Europe-wide
Solar Keymark certification
++ Five-year guarantee on tanks
++ Long service life of TiSUN products due to robust
construction and material

exemplary illustration SWS

The Thermosiphon System is available in three designs, each
is characterised by high-selectivity coated harp absorbers and
tank sizes, perfectly coordinated with the system together with
unique charging properties.
The Thermosiphon System is available for parallel roof and
free-standing installation.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
++ Solar Keymark System Test EN 12976
++ High efficiency thanks to high-selectivity coated
absorber
++ Laser-welded, harp system
++ Long service life due to powder-coating, robust,
temperature- and weather-resistant design
++ Low heat loss thanks to excellent tank insulation
++ Quick and simple installation
++ No additional costs for pumps, solar station, etc.
++ No solar control unit required
++ Compact and space-saving design
++ All necessary pipes, fittings, pressure relief valves and
frost protection are included with delivery.

TANK VOLUME
++ 145 l Tank volume
++ 192 l Tank volume
++ 282 l Tank volume
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